FALCON DISCOVER
CROWDSTRIKE IT HYGIENE
Get real-time visibility into who and what is in your network. Instantly get an
accurate inventory of the systems in your environment, of the software they
are running and of how user accounts are being utilized.

KEY BENEFITS
»G
 ain real-time and historical
visibility into your assets

FALCON DISCOVER — REAL-TIME VISIBILITY
AND INVENTORY
For IT and Security teams who need to identify and track computers
and applications on their network, Falcon DiscoverTM is the
CrowdStrikeTM IT hygiene solution. Falcon Discover monitors and
inventories systems, application usage and user account usage

and applications
»B
 e better prepared to
face threats
» Identify rogue computers
instantly

in real time.
•S
 ee who is on your network at all times — The real-time system
inventory gives you a view of all managed and unmanaged devices in
the environment in a simple dashboard with drill-down options.
•F
 ind out what applications your users are running — The real-time
application inventory provides a view of all applications running in
the environment via a simple dashboard with drill-down options. You
can see what apps are CURRENTLY running on which hosts without
impacting the endpoint. You can also determine when the application
was originally launched and pivot to other endpoints running the same
app to gain more context, finding usage per application or by host.
•S
 ee where and how user accounts are being accessed across
your environment – Account monitoring provides visibility into
the use of administrator credentials and password resets across
the enterprise. Falcon Discover provides insight into logon trends
(activities/duration) where credentials are being used, and
password update information.

» Find unprotected systems
»F
 ind out what applications
your users are truly using
 ee where privileged accounts
»S
are being accessed

FALCON DISCOVER (CONT'D)

KE Y PRODUCT CAPABILITIE S
BE READY TO FACE THREATS
•S
 trengthen your security posture proactively — Falcon Discover allows
you to identify what is being utilized so you can ensure your best possible
readiness to face attacks. By reporting unauthorized systems and
applications in your environment, Falcon Discover enables you to improve
your security posture by addressing security issues ahead of attacks.
•D
 etect unwanted and vulnerable applications — Detect whether
unpatched or vulnerable applications are being used, so you can patch
them before an attacker can take advantage.
•R
 emediate unprotected and rogue systems — The system inventory
allows you to find and remediate unmanaged systems and also address
systems that could be a risk on your network, such as unprotected BYOD
or third-party systems.
•M
 itigate abuse of privileged accounts — Monitor the usage and creation

PREVENTATIVE
SECURITY AND
BEYOND
Security starts with discovering
where you’re not protected, so
you can close the gaps and be
better prepared to face threats.
Falcon Discover provides the
visibility and information that
security and IT teams need to ensure
comprehensive defense against
today’s sophisticated threats.

of administrator credentials across your enterprise and detect if they are
being used inappropriately and out of context.
GO BEYOND SECURITY
• Reduce licensing costs — The real-time application inventory tells you
how often and how long users run an application, enabling you to reconcile
license costs with real needs.
• Satisfy compliance requirements — By fully automating the visibility and
inventory required to ensure some compliance requirements, Falcon
Discover helps you achieve, maintain and prove compliance obligations.

ENJOY IMMEDIATE TIME-TO-VALUE —
• Save time, effort and money — Cloud-based Falcon Discover is delivered
by the CrowdStrike FalconTM Platform and does not require any onpremises management infrastructure.

CrowdStrike is the leader in clouddelivered next-generation endpoint
protection.CrowdStrike has revolutionized endpoint protection by being the

• Immediately operational — Falcon Discover can be deployed in hours

first and onlycompany to unify next-

and hits the ground running, monitoring and recording immediately upon

generation antivirus, endpoint detection

installation without requiring reboots, query writing, baselining or

and response (EDR),and a 24/7 managed

complex configuration.

hunting service — all delivered via a

• Zero impact on performance — Inventory searches take place in the

cloud and have zero impact on endpoints and the network.

single lightweight agent.

Learn more at crowdstrike.com

